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WILL CREDIT CONTRACTION HELP
COMBAT INFLATION, OR WILL IT
ADVERSELY AFFECT ECONOMY?
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[IN BRIEF ]
SALES OF 10 AUTO
FIRMS UP 14%

The automobile industry
started the year on a healthy
note, with car sales of ten
leading manufacturers
increasing by 14 per cent. +3

Export target

Exports of goods from India
are likely to exceed the
government’s target of
$200 billion by the end of
this financial year.
+6

HDFC raises rates

HDFC has increased its retail
prime lending rate by 25 bps
to 15.25 per cent with effect
from Tuesday.
+II, 5
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The figures are index standings without
units. A reading above 50 shows
expansion
+6

Corrigendum

A sidebar (‘Ramesh’s
Reversals’, BS 1 Feb)
accompanying yesterday’s
front-page lead article
erroneously stated that the
Lavasa and Vedanta projects
had been cleared by the
environment ministry. The
ministry has only given the
Lavasa project a conditional
nod and indicated it may
review the Vedanta project.
Both matters are also sub
judice. We regret the error.
- Editor

Q&A

FOREIGN INVESTORS START PULLING THE PLUG ON INDIA STORY

BS REPORTER
Mumbai, 1 February

G

lobal financial majors, who until
recently viewed India as a safe investment decision, are having second thoughts. UBS, in its latest
India Market Strategy report, said
domestic markets could fall further in the range
of 10-15 per cent, and that the benchmark BSE
Sensex could find support only at 15,000 points.
This comes close on the heels of Bank of America Merrill Lynch predicting a flat year ahead
for the Indian equity market on account of selling by foreign investors.
According to data available with markets
regulator Sebi, foreign institutional investors
have net sold Indian equities worth over `6,330
crore in January. This is the first time since
May 2010 that FIIs have ended a month on
a negative note. “We believe if we see $4-5 billion of FII selling, then Indian markets can
correct another 15%,” said UBS in a strategy
report released on Monday.
“We believe that while higher inflation may
be partly priced, we are yet to see significant
selling by FIIs yet,” said UBS. “We believe that
earnings estimates for the Sensex and Nifty
could be revised down in the coming months.
Assuming some downward revision of around
5% (implying 12.5% FY12 earnings growth)
and applying a 12.5x P/E multiple we feel that
Sensex and Nifty should find support at 15,000
and 4,500, respectively,” it explained.
This hardly comes as good news for investors, waiting for a rebound by domestic

Non-executive chairman,
Dentsu India

‘I’d rather be an investor
than run a company’

BS SPECIALS

Take Two

pg Failure of Wipro’s
11 dual CEO model
At best this can be a
stop-gap arrangement

markets that have been in freefall over the Slide in BSE Sensex
past five sessions. Tuesday was no differ- over last 5 sessions
ent, with the 30-share Sensex falling below
1,129 points
the psychological 18,000-mark during intra-day trades, before ending the day at Net sale of equities
18,022.22, down 305.54 points, or 1.67 per
by FIIs in January
cent. In the last five consecutive sessions, the
`6,330 cr
Sensex has shed 1,129 points.
The broader S&P CNX Nifty of the National Stock Exchange lost 88.70 points to set- Market cap lost in
one month
tle at 5,417.20 points.
Foreign majors say that while the Indian `8.66 lakh cr
market has been losing ground on concerns
related to inflation and high crude oil prices, FII INVESTMENT
the scenario could get worse with FIIs exit- Net, ` cr
ing in larger numbers. In the last one month,
1,000
the total market capitalisation lost is pegged
427.50
at `8,65,584 crore.
500
UBS is not alone is predicting a bearish
0
outlook for the Indian market that saw a
-500
record FII inflow of nearly $30 billion in
calendar 2010. BofA Merrill Lynch, on Mon- -1,000
-900.50
day had said there is a possibility of fur-1,500
Jan 3 Jan 31
ther de-rating of the Indian equity market.
“My guess is that the Sensex will go below the long-term P/E in the next three to four SENSEX
months,” said Jyotivardhan Jaipuria, head of
21,000
India research at BofA Merrill Lynch. “We got
20,509.09
record FII inflows of $29 billion last year and
some of that may start to reverse,” he added. 20,000
“We believe that the markets may continue to remain weak in coming few months 19,000
as FIIs could emerge bigger net sellers in
the coming weeks leading up to the Indian 18,000 18,022.22
Dec 31 Feb 1
Budget (to be presented on Feb 28),” UBS
2010 2011
summed up.

RIL cries foul after US
shale gas partner exits
T

SANDEEP GOYAL

that RIL had formed with Atlas Energy in April 2010 for
$1.7 billion.
Therefore, in that context,
Reliance’s note to the Atlas
board of directors becomes significant. “We would like to evaluate our options, including
whether, as a significant part-

hree months after
Chevron Corporation
acquired US natural gas
producer Atlas Energy in a
$4.3-billion deal, Reliance
Holdings USA, a subsidiary of
Reliance Industries (RIL), has
sent a strongly-worded letter ‘We do not understand
to Atlas Energy asking why why at no time during the
it was not informed of the deal. seven months of discussions
W van de Vijver, president & involving Chevron did Atlas
CEO of Reliance Holding, in a
filing with the US Securities & Energy reach out to Reliance
Exchange Commission on Jan- to gauge our interest in
uary 10, asked Atlas: “We do not a possible company-level
understand why at no time dur- transaction’
ing the seven months of discussions involving Chevron, dur- W VAN DE VIJVER
ing which time we were in reg- President & CEO,
ular dialogue as your joint ven- Reliance Holding USA
ture partner, did Atlas Energy
reach out to Reliance to gauge ner for most of the value of Atour interest in a possible com- las Energy’s assets, we may be
able to create incremental valpany-level transaction.”
Industry experts consid- ue for Atlas Energy and its coner this letter a veiled threat of stituencies,” the note stated.
With Chevron buying Atlas,
a potential pullout from the
Marcellus Shale joint venture it will take over Atlas’s role

as the operator of the joint venture. However, following the
Chevron-Atlas deal, RIL had reiterated its commitment and
said it would continue to fund
75 per cent of the operator’s
drilling costs, up to $1.4 billion.
RIL and Atlas Energy had
agreed to a five-year development plan. RIL had also
agreed to pay an added $1.36
billion in the form of drilling
carry in April 2010.
“We believe Reliance, as Atlas Energy’s joint venture partner and a company with substantial financial resources,
would have been the most natural and obvious potential
transaction partner for Atlas
Energy. This is especially true
in light of the many assurances
that were conveyed by Atlas
Energy management to Reliance during the joint venture
negotiations about Reliance
being the preferred partner
should Atlas Energy choose to
pursue a whole-company transaction,” Vijver’s letter added.
Turn to Page 16

Infy plans rejig for agility
SHIVANI SHINDE &
BIBHU RANJAN MISHRA
Mumbai/Bangalore, 1 February

Business life
pg Farm away
10 from home
Travellers volunteer
on organic farms

PM’S AGENDA ON CORRUPTION
AIMS TO BREAK NEXUS BETWEEN
POLITICIANS & BUREAUCRATS

BEARS MAUL SENSEX ON
INFLATION CONCERNS

BS REPORTER
Mumbai, 1 February
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KEY CHANGES
 Europe sales force to be along

country lines, not verticals

fter
Wipro
and  Business transformation unit
MindTree, India’s secwill target mostly large deals
ond-largest IT services  Delivery manpower likely to be
firm, Infosys Technologies, is in
consolidated into 2 factories
the midst of a reorganisation,
said two industry officials with  Horizontal business units may be
merged with industry vertical
knowledge of the developments.
“The Infosys reorganisation
aims to address the challenges about the reorganisation plans.
However, the industry offiit has been facing in the recent past. They include the lack cials confirmed that the comof agility and flexibility. It wants pany is looking at a three-part
to become a nimble organisa- organisation that will address
tion that can move quickly and issues such as large outsourcaddress attrition issue as well,” ing deals, consulting & intellectual property (IP), and insaid one official.
The reorganisation is also novation. “There might also be
attributed to stiff competition a restructuring in terms of how
from rivals Tata Consultancy the company looks at certain
Services (TCS) and Cognizant. geographies,” said the source.
“The offshore IT market is
Both have been performing
much better that Infosys in re- changing. What clients are asking for are more engaging modcent times.
“I cannot comment on any els from services providers – the
speculation,” said CEO S way they are paid and share risk.
Gopalakrishnan, when asked Service providers cannot bank

on the old software servicescentric business. IP, innovation
and consulting will change in
the next five years,” said Sudin
Apte, principal analyst & CEO,
Offshore Insights.
CLSA analyst Nimish Joshi
and Bhavtosh Vajpayee wrote
in a recent report: “Some
chances exist that another passing of the baton among the
founders is likely, leading to a
new CEO. Some of these
changes should reverse well-intended, but not very effective
steps of the past, such as the industry orientation of delivery
manpower and the industrybased grouping of European
businesses.”
There is a possibility that the
baton could be passed onto S
Shibulal, COO & co-founder.
“We think it is a matter of time
before this change takes place,”
said the CLSA report.
Another move being planned
is a relook at its geographical
strategy.
Turn to Page 16

(From left) Jury member Madhavan Ganesan, chief commercial officer, Reliance Retail; Harpreet Singh from
Faculty of Management Studies, University of Delhi (third position); jury member Jayant Kulkarni, VP power
systems (Asia), Crompton Greaves; Ashwini Vasudevan, from L N Welingkar Institute of Management
Development & Research (first position); chief guest Salman Khurshid, Union minister for water resources;
Vidhyasagari Sundaram and Hitesh Jain from Great Lakes Institute of Management, Chennai (second position);
jury member A P Parigi, chairman, Accel Media and director, BCCL; and jury member Sanjay Tripathy, executive
VP, head-marketing & direct channels, HDFC Life. PHOTO: SURYAKANT NIWATE
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Banks offer
sops as they
jostle for
more deposits

II,1

Disclosure of
black money list
may prove a
damp squib
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